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J. James Esplina), Scott D. Sommerfeldtb), Kent L. Geec) and John K. Boyled)
Global active noise control has been obtained on the tonal noise from a small
centrifugal blower, similar to those used in laptop computers. Compact control
systems were investigated for two configurations. The blower was mounted in
both a short rectangular duct and in a mock laptop case that was modeled as
a two-dimensional rectangular enclosure. Secondary sources and error sensors
were located adjacent to the duct or inside the enclosure. Error sensor locations
were guided by analytical models for minimization of power radiation from
ducted or enclosed simple sources. This paper demonstrates the experimental
verification of both of these models, which shows significant global sound power
reduction of the blower's primary tone in both cases. © 2016 Institute of Noise
Control Engineering.
Primary subject classification: 11.4.2; Secondary subject classification: 38.2
1 INTRODUCTION

Noise from information technology (IT) equipment is
a significant problem in today's contemporary society1.
From computers and projectors to printers and copiers,
IT equipment noise permeates many facets of our every-
day lives in a technology-driven world. Due to its preva-
lence, there is an intense interest in reducing, controlling
and eliminating IT equipment noise in its many forms,
including noise produced by fans of IT equipment2. IT
fan noise can be reduced with a technique called active
noise control (ANC).

ANC uses one or more controlled sources (called
secondary sources) to reduce the radiation from an un-
controlled noise source (called a primary source). It does
this by minimizing the total pressure at one or more
discrete location(s). These locations are defined by the
placement of ANC error sensors. One important design
characteristic of a practical ANC system is the placement
of near-field error sensors at locations which minimize
the overall radiated sound power.

A promising technique for ANC error sensor place-
ment was introduced by Gee and Sommerfeldt and
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applied to small axial fans3,4. This technique employed
an analytical minimization of sound power for collec-
tions of simple sources; these sources were used to model
acoustic radiation from loudspeakers surrounding a baf-
fled fan. This analytical minimization resulted in optimal
secondary source strengths. These were used to calculate
the resulting pressure field in the near-field of the fan and
secondary sources. When the minimized power condi-
tion was met, the pressure field showed in the near-field
of the fan one or more pressure minima. These minima
are the predicted optimal location(s) for near-field error
sensor(s)3,4. Experimental verification of the technique
resulted in both the recreation of the predicted near-field
pressure and a significant reduction of the global radiated
sound power5.

Previous research applying ANC to centrifugal blowers
has concentrated on large centrifugal blowers, such as
those used in HVAC systems6–9. However, little re-
search has applied ANC to small centrifugal blowers,
such as those used in laptops10 and none has used the
error sensor placement technique developed by Gee
and Sommerfeldt3,4.

This paper applies the ANC error sensor placement
strategy pioneered by Gee and Sommerfeldt to an en-
closed small centrifugal blower. Two separate applica-
tions are presented and separate models are developed
for each. Note that though both models employ the
error sensor placement strategy introduced by Gee and
Sommerfeldt3,4, they each have different theoretical
foundations, both from the models used by Gee and
Sommerfeldt and from each other. The first application
places a small duct on the blower exhaust. Its corres-
ponding model was developed to control tonal noise
radiated from the blower's exhaust. The second applica-
tion places the blower inside of a mock laptop enclosure,
Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE
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which is treated as a two-dimensional rectangular enclo-
sure. Its corresponding model was developed to control
tonal noise from the blower's inlets as it radiates from
the laptop's interior. Experimental verification of both
models is presented. Both models showed significant
reductions in radiated sound power when ANC error
sensors were placed according to their recommendations.
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Fig. 1—Isometric view of the ideal system
pictured with a primary source
(modeling the blower) placed at
(x0, y0, z0) and secondary source
(modeling the loudspeaker) located at
(x1, y1, z1) inside a rectangular duct
mounted in an infinite baffle. The
coordinate system inside the duct has
its origin in the back left corner
(at the point labeled O) and the
coordinate system outside the duct
(in the half-space) has its origin at
the center of the duct's cross-section
(at the point labeled OHS).

(1)
2 THEORY

2.1 ANC of a Finite-Length Rectangular Duct

This section introduces a model which guides the
placement of error sensors for ANC of a point source
in a finite-length baffled rectangular duct. This model
first solves for the radiated pressure due to a point
source in the duct using the results given in Refs. 11–13.
Then, the sound power radiated from the end of the
duct is estimated. Next, the secondary source strength
is optimized to minimize the radiated sound power. Fi-
nally, the ideal error sensor locations are identified based
on the near-field pressure generated when the radiated
sound power is minimized.

2.1.1 Geometry

The model geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
First, the centrifugal blower and the ANC loudspeaker
are assumed to be point sources in a duct mounted in a
baffle. This assumption is valid as long as both the blo-
wer's cutwater (the location where inlet flow is separated
from outlet flow and the dominant tonal noise generator)
and the ANC loudspeaker are much smaller than the
wavelength of interest. The point sources are placed in
a duct of dimensions Lx � Ly � Lz with rigid boundaries
in the x and y dimensions. The primary source (repre-
senting the blower) has a complex source strength Q0

and is located at the point (x0, y0, z0); the secondary
source (the control loudspeaker) has a complex source
strength Q1 and is located at the point (x1, y1, z1). The
duct has a rigid boundary condition at z = 0 and a finite,
non-zero radiation impedance boundary condition at
z = Lz.

2.1.2 Determination of the radiated sound
pressure

The first step is to determine the sound pressure in a
duct due to a point source. This is done using the for-
mulation derived in Refs. 11–13 and is given in:

p
�
x; y; zjx0; y0; z0

� ¼ jr0ckQ0 �
X1

mx;my¼0

cos
mxp
Lx

�
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where p is the complex pressure in the duct, r0 is the
ambient density, c is the ambient sound speed, k is the
wavenumber and Q0 is the complex source strength of
the point source located at (x0, y0, z0). mx and my

are modal indices in the x and y directions respectively

and ekz;m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiek2 � k2mx;my

q
, where ek is the complex wave-

number and kmx;my is the wavenumber associated with

the (mx, my) mode. The variables Ãm and eBm are com-
plex modal weighting coefficients, given in Eqns. (2)
and (3):
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eAm r0ck � ekz;mZm;m� �
e�j~kz;m Lz�z0ð Þ

þ eBm r0ck þ ekz;mZm;m� �
e j~kz;m Lz�z0ð Þ

¼
X1

n¼0;n 6¼m

ekz;nZm;n�eAne
�j~kz;n Lz�z0ð Þ�eBne

j~kz;n Lz�z0ð Þ
�
; ð2Þ

ekz;m �j þ tan ekz;mz0� �
e j~kz;m 2z0�Lzð Þ

h i� �eAm

þ ekz;m j þ tan ekz;mz0� �
e j~kz;m 2z0�Lzð Þ

h i� �eBm

¼ � cos mxp x0=Lxð Þ cos myp y0=Ly
� �

=LxLyΛm; ð3Þ

where Zm,n is the radiation impedance at the duct's out-
let at the m = (mx, my) pressure cross-sectional mode
and n = (nx, ny) particle velocity cross-sectional mode14

and

Λm ¼
1; mx ¼ 0 and my ¼ 0
1=2; mx 6¼ 0 or my 6¼ 0
1=4; otherwise

:

8<: ð4Þ
s
myp
Ly

y

� � eAme
�j~kz;m z�z0ð Þ þ eBme

j~kz;m z�z0ð Þ
� �

:

Π ¼ r0ck
2

ZLx
0

ZLy
0

ℑ

(
Q0j j2G rjr0ð Þ @G

� rð
@z

þ G rjr1ð ÞQ�
0

@G� rjr0ð Þ
@z

� �
Q1 þ

�

(6)
The sum in Eqn. (2) includes both pressure cross-sec-
tional modes (the m indices) and particle velocity
cross-sectional modes (the n indices). The radiation im-
pedance boundary condition at z = Lz causes modal
coupling between pressure modes and particle velocity
modes. For a full derivation, see Refs. 11–13.

2.1.3 Minimization of radiated sound power

Minimizing the sound power radiated from the duct
is the next step. This requires the addition of a second-
ary source, located at r1 = (x1, y1, z1) with a complex
source strength Q1. This means that the total pressure
inside the duct ptot is given by:

ptot ¼ jr0ck Q0G r r0j Þ þ Q1G r r1j Þð �:ð½ ð5Þ
In Eqn. (5) r = (x, y, z) is the field point, r0 = (x0, y0, z0)
is the location of the primary source and G(r|r0) is the
Green's function between the source point r0 and the
field point r. The Green's function G(r|r0) is the split
summation in Eqn. (1), given in Eqn. (6):

Gðx; y; z x0; y0; z0j Þ ¼
X1

mx;my¼0

cos
mxp
Lx

x

� �
co
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The total sound power Π radiated from the duct is
equal to:

Π ¼
ZLx
0

ZLy
0

1

2
ℜ ptot x; y; Lzð Þu�z x; y; Lzð Þ	 


dy dx; ð7Þ

where uz is the total particle velocity in the z direction, r
is expanded into its Cartesian components,ℜ denotes the
real part, * denotes the complex conjugate and both p and
uz are evaluated at z = Lz.

From Eqn. (5) the particle velocity in the z direction
is found through Euler's relation, given by:

uz ¼ � Q0
@Gðrjr0Þ

@z
þ Q1

@Gðrjr1Þ
@z

� �
: ð8Þ

Equations (5) and (8) are substituted into Eqn. (7),
which leads to Eqn. (9):

jr0Þ þ Q0G rjr0ð Þ @G
� rjr1ð Þ
@z

� �
Q�

1

G rjr1ð Þ @G
� rjr1ð Þ
@z

�
Q1j j2

)
dy dx;

ð9Þ

where ℑ{ } denotes the imaginary part of the quantity
inside the brackets.

Equation (9) is an expression for the total radiated
sound powerΠ in terms of the secondary source strength
Q1. To optimize Q1 to minimize the radiated sound
power it is first separated into its real and imaginary
parts. This leads to:

Π ¼ r0ck ℑ
	
Aþ BQ1;R � jBQ1;I þ CQ1;R

þ jCQ1;I þ D Q1j j2
=2; ð10Þ

where A, B, C and D are the quantities that multiply
powers of Q1 as shown in Eqn. (9). Note that the double
integral is incorporated into each term of the sum.

The derivative of Π in Eqn. (10) is then taken with
respect to both Q1,R and Q1,I, which leads to:

@Π=@Q1;R ¼ r0ck ℑ Bþ C þ 2DQ1;R

	 

=2 and ð11Þ

@Π=@Q1;I ¼ r0ck ℑ �jBþ jC þ 2DQ1;I

	 

=2: ð12Þ
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ES 

Fig. 2—Map of the decibel ratio of the pressure
at 1 kHz when the radiation from the
finite-length duct is minimized to the
uncontrolled pressure. The rectangle
in the middle represents the opening of
the duct. For experimental validation,
an error sensor (ES) is placed along
the nodal line as indicated. Axis
units are in centimeters while the
color scale is in dB relative to the
uncontrolled field.
Equations (11) and (12) are set equal to zero to opti-
mize Q1,R and Q1,I. This leads to:

Q1;R ¼ � ℑ Bf g þ ℑ Cf gð Þ=2ℑ Df g and ð13Þ

Q1;I ¼ ℜ Bf g �ℜ Cf gð Þ=2ℑ Df g: ð14Þ
The optimum complex secondary source strength is

given by Q1 = Q1,R + jQ1,I, which leads to:

Q1 ¼ j
B� C�

2ℑ Df g
¼ j

Q0

2
G rjr0ð Þ@G� rjr1ð Þ=@z� G� rjr1ð Þ@G rjr0ð Þ=@z

ℑ G r r1j Þ@G� r r1j Þ=@zð g;ðf
ð15Þ

where the Green's functionG(r|ri) is as given in Eqn. (6).
This is the secondary source strength that will minimize
the sound power radiated from the finite-length duct.

2.1.4 Determination of error sensor locations

The final step is to determine the ideal location(s) for
ANC error sensors. These locations are given by the
nodal lines formed by the pressure field outside the duct
when the radiated sound power is minimized. This pres-
sure field is determinedwith Rayleigh's integral, given by:

pHS rHSð Þ ¼ jr0ck
2p

ZLx
0

ZLy
0

uz x; y; Lzð Þ e�jkR x;yð Þ

R x; yð Þ dy dx; ð16Þ

where pHS is the pressure radiated from the duct into the
half-space, rHS is the coordinate system in the half-space
(as seen in Fig. 1) and R is the distance from the source
point (xHS, yHS) to the field point rHS.

Equation (15) is substituted into Eqn. (8) and evalu-
ated at z = Lz, which leads to:

uz Lzð Þ ¼ � Q0@G rjr0ð Þ=@zþ Q1@G rjr1ð Þ=@z½ �jz¼Lz
:

ð17Þ

Equation (17) is substituted into Eqn. (16), which leads
to the pressure field outside the duct when the minimum
radiated power condition is satisfied. This pressure field
will contain nodal lines which denote the optimum loca-
tions for ANC error sensors.

When this analysis is applied, a figure such as Fig. 2 is
the result. Figure 2 shows the decibel ratio of the near-
field pressure along the surface of the baffle when the
radiated sound power is minimized and divided by
the original near-field pressure. The nodal line shows
the optimal locations to place error sensors, as this line
is generated when the radiated sound power is mini-
mized. Note that these nodal lines are not present in
Noise Control Engr. J. 64 (5), September-October 2016
the uncontrolled field and appear only when the mini-
mum radiated sound power condition is met. This partic-
ular analysis was done at a frequency of 1 kHz, which is
the blade passage frequency (bpf) of the centrifugal
blower under test. Error sensor locations for other fre-
quencies can be determined by evaluating the model out-
put at those frequencies, plotting the same decibel ratio
as described above and identifying the locations of nodal
lines generated when the minimum radiated sound power
condition is met.

2.2 ANC of a Two-Dimensional (2-D)
Rectangular Enclosure

This section introduces a model which guides the
placement of error sensors for ANC of a point source in
a 2-D rectangular enclosure with lossy boundaries. This
model first determines the radiated pressure due to a sin-
gle point source in the enclosure. Next, the sound power
radiated from the enclosure is estimated and minimized.
Finally, ideal ANC error sensor locations are identified
based on the near-field pressure generated when the radi-
ated power is minimized.
563Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



2.2.1 Geometry

The model geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 3.
Both the centrifugal blower and the ANC loudspeaker
are modeled as point sources inside a mock laptop enclo-
sure of dimensions Lx � Ly � Lz. Because the wave-
lengths of the frequencies of interest are much larger
than the smallest dimension of this enclosure (assumed
p x; yð Þ ¼ �jr0ckQ
X1
L¼0

cos lxp x0=Lxð Þ cos l
�

k2 � ek2L� �
LxL
to beLz), it is neglected in the analysis. This leaves a col-
lection of point sources inside a two-dimensional rec-
tangular enclosure with dimensions Lx � Ly. Sound
radiates from ports on the mock laptop enclosure which
are located along the boundaries at x = 0 and x = Lx.
The radiation from these ports can be modeled by incor-
porating damping into the model along these boundaries.
Thus boundaries at x = 0 and x = Lx are assumed to be
Zi: j ¼ �jr0ck
X1
L¼0

cos lxp xi=Lxð Þ cos lyp yi=
�

k2 �
�

 

 Q
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Q
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Q
3
 

+x 

+y 
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Fig. 3—Drawing of the two-dimensional
rectangular enclosure the model
simulates. The rectangular enclosure
has dimensions Lx � Ly and lossy
boundaries are located at x = 0 and
x = Lx. The primary source that
models the blower is located as
indicated with a source strength Q,
while secondary sources are placed
as shown with source strengths
Q1, Q2 and Q3.
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lossy, while the boundaries at y = 0 and y = Ly are
assumed to be rigid.

2.2.2 Determination of radiated pressure

The pressure radiated from a point source in a 2-D
rectangular enclosure with lossy boundaries as derived
in Ref. 15 are given in Eqn. (18):

yp y0=Ly

�
yΛL

cos
lxp
Lx

x

� �
cos

lyp
Ly

y

� �
; ð18Þ

where p is the pressure, r0 is the density, c is the sound
speed, k is the wavenumber, Q is the complex source
strength of the point source and the modal index L is
composed of the ordered pair (lx, ly). ΛL is the spatial
average of the cross-sectional eigenfunctions over the
area LxLy, given by:

ΛL ¼
1; lx ¼ 0 and ly ¼ 0
1=2; lx 6¼ 0 or ly 6¼ 0
1=4; otherwise

:

8<: ð19Þ

The complex modal wavenumber ekL is given by:

ek2
L
¼ lxp=Lx þ j db=cð Þ2 þ lxp=Ly

� �2
; ð20Þ

where db is a constant proportional to the radiation
damping of the boundaries in x. If the boundaries in y
were also lossy, there would be another imaginary term
inside the second set of parentheses in Eqn. (20). For a
full derivation, see Ref. 15.

2.2.3 Minimization of radiated sound
power & determination of error
sensor locations

Next, the power radiated from the enclosure must be
determined and minimized. The radiated power is equiva-
lent to the power dissipated by the losses in the model.
Using the source coupling concept developed by Nelson
and Elliott16, the total power radiated from the enclosure
is given by:

Π ¼ QHℜ ZH
	 


Q=2; ð21Þ

where Q is the vector of complex source strengths, H

denotes the Hermitian operator,ℜ{ } denotes the real part
and the elements of Z are given in Eqn. (22);

Ly

�
cos lxp xj=Lx

� �
cos lyp yj=Ly

� �
ek2L�LxLyΛL

: ð22Þ
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Fig. 4—Map of the decibel ratio of the
pressure at 1 kHz when the radiation
from the rectangular enclosure is
minimized to the uncontrolled
pressure. The square in the bottom-left
represents the blower, while the
secondary sources are placed in the
locations indicated. For experimental
validation, error sensors are placed
along nodal lines as indicated. Axis
units are in centimeters while the color
scale is in dB relative to the
uncontrolled field.

(23)
Note that Eqn. (22) is merely the pressure generated at
source i due to source j as given by Eqn. (18) divided
by the source strength Qi.

Equation (21) is separated into primary and second-
ary components, given by:

Π ¼ QH
p ℜ ZH

p;p

n o
Qp þQH

p ℜ ZH
p;s

n o
Qs þQ

h
The terms in Eqn. (23) from left to right correspond to
self-coupling between the primary sources, then mutual
coupling from the primary to the secondary sources,
mutual coupling from the secondary to the primary
sources and self-coupling between the secondary sources.

Now the overall power Π must be minimized. To do
this, the derivative of Eqn. (23) is taken with respect to
Qs and set equal to zero:

@Π=@Qs ¼ 2ℜ ZH
s;p

n o
Qp þ 2ℜ ZH

s;s

n o
QsO

h i
=2¼ 0)

QsO ¼ ℜ ZH
s;s

n o�1
ℜ ZH

s;p

n o
Qp;

ð24Þ

where QsO is the optimal secondary source strength
needed to minimize the radiated sound power.

When Eqn. (24) is substituted into an expanded form
of Eqn. (18), this leads to:

p rð Þ¼�jr0ck
X1
L¼0

X
p
QpΨL rp

� �þX
s
QsoΨL rsð Þ

k2�ek2L� �
LxLyΛL

ΨL rð Þ;

ð25Þ

where rp and rs denote the locations of the primary and
secondary sources respectively. The sums over p and s
in the numerator of the fraction denote summing over
all primary and secondary sources respectively.

Equation (25) describes the pressure field which is a
consequence of the minimum power condition. Its re-
sult leads to Fig. 4, which shows the decibel ratio of
the near-field pressure generated when the sound power
is minimized to the original near-field pressure at a fre-
quency of 1 kHz (the bpf of the centrifugal blower) for
the source configuration pictured in Fig. 3. As before,
these nodal lines are not present in the uncontrolled
field and appear only when the minimum radiated sound
power condition is met. The nodal lines shown are the
ideal locations for placement of ANC error sensors, as
these lines are generated when the sound power is mini-
mized. As before, error sensor locations for other fre-
quencies can be determined by evaluating the model
output at those frequencies, plotting the same decibel
Noise Control Engr. J. 64 (5), September-October 2016
ratio as described above and identifying the locations
of nodal lines generated when the minimum radiated
sound power condition is met.
3 EXPERIMENT

The experimental validations of the models derived in
Sec. 2 are presented in this section. First, elements com-
mon to both experiments are presented. These elements
include the characteristics of the centrifugal blower,
details on the ANC system, the rotating microphone ar-
ray used to measure sound power and the metric used
to validate the models (radiated sound power reduction).
Next, the experiment used to validate the finite-length
rectangular duct model is described. This model was de-
veloped to control the noise radiated from the blower's
exhaust. Thus, the experiment was designed to measure
only noise radiated from the blower's exhaust. Lastly,
the experiment used to validate the two-dimensional
rectangular enclosure is presented. This model was de-
veloped to control the noise radiated from the blower's
565Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE



Fig. 6—Typical noise spectrum for the
centrifugal blower tested. The motor
speed for this spectrum is
approximately 75 Hz, while its blade
passage frequency (bpf) is at
approximately 1000 Hz. The horizontal
axis is frequency in Hz and the
inlets. Thus, the experiment was designed to measure
only the blower's inlet noise.

3.1 General Experimental Setup

The centrifugal blower used in this study (pictured in
Fig. 5) is approximately 6 cm � 6 cm � 1 cm and has
an outlet which is 4.8 cm wide and 1 cm high. It has a
bpf of approximately 1 kHz when operating at its de-
sign voltage. Its cutwater is identified in Fig. 5. Its un-
controlled sound power output is shown in Fig. 6.

The ANC system used for these tests employs a fil-
tered-x least-mean-squared algorithm along with offline
system identification. Its sampling frequency is set at
6 kHz. Details of the algorithm are given in Ref. 17.

All experiments were performed in an anechoic cham-
ber. This anechoic chamber is fitted with a rotating semi-
circular arc. Thirteen 12.77 mmGRAS free-field, Type-1
microphones were attached to this arc at 15� increments.
The microphones were attached to the arc on thin metal
rods to minimize scattering and were placed 56 cm from
the center of the arc.
vertical axis is sound power level in dB.

Impeller 

Outlet 

Casing 

Cutwater 

Fig. 5—Photograph of the centrifugal blower
used in this study. Airflow is directed
into the blower perpendicular to the
page and is pushed by its impeller
through its outlet. The blower's
casing, impeller, cutwater and outlet
are indicated. The ruler is included
for scale.
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Both experiments were designed to measure the re-
duction in radiated sound power. The sound power is
proportional to 10 times the common logarithm of the
sum of the squared pressures measured over a hemi-
sphere. The square pressures were weighted such that
those near the bottom of the arc (which sweep out over
more area) are weighted higher than those near the top
of the arc (which sweep out over less area). This is known
as equal-area weighting and is explained in Ref. 18. By
taking the difference between this value without and with
ANC, the overall sound power level reductionwas obtained.

3.2 Experimental Validation of the
Finite-Length Rectangular Duct Model

This model (described in Sec. 2.1) was verified ex-
perimentally in two different stages. The first stage was
to apply the model to loudspeakers mounted in awooden
duct with the same approximate internal dimensions as
the centrifugal blower and its attached duct. The second
stage was to apply the model to the actual centrifugal
blower and its attached duct.

The wooden duct (shown in Fig. 7) has internal di-
mensions of 4.8 cm � 1 cm � 10 cm. Two Sonion
0935 loudspeakers were inserted inside the duct in close
proximity to each other—one for the primary source
(placed 5.75 cm from the duct's rigid end) and one for
the secondary source (placed 6.25 cm from the duct's
rigid end on the same side as the primary source). This
duct was mounted in a large baffle (2.29 m � 2.29 m)
Published by INCE/USA in conjunction with KSNVE
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Fig. 7—Picture of the ideal duct used to validate the model. Note the primary source and
secondary source on the left side of the duct. The ruler is included for scale.
underneath a rotating semicircular arc. The error sensor
(3.15 mm diameter electret microphone) was placed
on the baffle in the ideal location predicted by the
model, shown in Fig. 2 (approximately 1 cm above the
center of the duct outlet). The microphone array, baffle
and duct are shown in Fig. 8. The sound power of the
system was measured with the rotating microphone
arc shown in Fig. 8 both with and without ANC. The
difference in these two values is the overall sound power
level reduction.

Recall that this model was developed to control the
exhaust noise of the ducted centrifugal blower. The
Baffle 

Semicircular 
Microphone 

Array 

Setup 
Under
Test 

Fig. 8—Photograph showing the ideal duct mounte
with a semicircular rotating array of micr
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centrifugal blower and duct assembly is pictured in Fig. 9.
This assembly wasmounted in the same 2.29m� 2.29m
baffle (pictured in Fig. 8) with the error sensor in the
same location as before. The exhaust of the blower was
vented above the baffle. A Sonion 0935 loudspeaker
was used as the secondary source. The error sensor was
placed in the same location as shown in Fig. 2 (approxi-
mately 1 cm above the center of the blower exhaust). As
before, the sound power of the systemwas measured with
the rotating microphone arc shown in Fig. 8 both with
and without ANC. The difference in these two values is
the overall sound power level reduction.
 

d underneath a large baffle (2.29 m � 2.29 m)
ophones (56 cm radius) suspended overhead.
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Fig. 9—Photograph of the blower and duct assembly used in the second stage of testing. Note the
secondary source on its left side, located just downstream of the blower's cutwater. The
ruler is included for scale.
3.3 Experimental Validation of the 2-D
Rectangular Enclosure Model

To verify this model (described in Sec. 2.2) experi-
mentally, the blower, secondary sources (Regal R-15-E,
2.54 cm diameter) and error sensors (3.15 mm diameter
electret microphones) were placed in the mock laptop en-
closure (pictured in Fig. 10). This enclosure has dimen-
sions 33.82 cm � 24.77 cm � 2.54 cm. The primary
source was assumed to be at the center of the fan's in-
let, located at (x, y) = (4.3, 7.3) cm. Secondary sources
Primary 
Source 

Radiati
Boundar

Seco
So

Loc

Fig. 10—Photograph of the mock laptop enclosure
the bottom-left corner of the enclosure. N
and right side of the mock laptop enclosur
secondary source locations are annotated
to the presence of the aforementioned po
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were placed at (x, y) = (7.5, 7.3) cm, (7.5, 5.3) cm and
(7.5, 3.3) cm. All distances are measured from the
bottom-left corner of the enclosure as seen in Figs. 3
and 10. Two different configurations were used for the
error sensors. The first configuration is shown in Fig. 4
and follows the model's recommendations, with error
sensors at (x, y) = (5.2, 10.2) cm and (7.5, 6.3) cm. These
locations were chosen because they lay on top of the
nodal line seen in Fig. 4 while remaining in close prox-
imity to the secondary sources. The second configuration
is shown in Fig. 11 and does not follow the model's
ng 
ies 

ndary 
urce 
ations 

. The blower and duct assembly is mounted in
oise is radiated from ports located on the left
e. The primary source (centrifugal blower) and
, as are the boundaries that radiate sound (due
rts). The ruler is included for scale.
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Fig. 11—Incorrect error sensor positions used
to validate the two-dimensional
modal model. The decibel ratio of the
pressure when the radiation from the
rectangular enclosure is minimized to
the uncontrolled pressure is shown
for reference. The square in the
bottom-left represents the blower.
Axis units are in centimeters while
the color scale is in dB.
recommendations, with error sensors at approximately
(x, y) = (6.0, 10.2) cm, (8.0, 11.0) cm and (7.5, 5.8) cm.
The second configuration uses the same primary and sec-
ondary source locations as the first configuration—only
the error sensor locations change.
Baffle
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Array

Mock
Laptop

Enclosu

Fig. 12—Photograph showing the experimental set
model. The blower is placed in a mock la
wooden baffle (2.29 m � 2.29 m) such th
A semicircular rotating array of microph
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 12. The en-
closure was mounted in the same large baffle and un-
derneath the same rotating array described Sec. 3.2.
Recall that this model was developed to control the
noise radiated from the blower's inlets. Thus, the ex-
haust of the enclosed centrifugal blower was vented be-
low the baffle. The sound power of the system was
measured with the aforementioned microphone arc both
with and without ANC. The overall sound power reduc-
tion was obtained by taking the difference in sound
power both without and with ANC.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Finite-Length Rectangular Duct

4.1.1 ANC of ducted loudspeaker

Figure 13 shows the measured sound power reduc-
tion when the finite-length duct model (described in
Sec. 2.1) is applied to the wooden duct pictured in
Fig. 7. Predicted sound power reduction is shown for
frequencies between 500 Hz and 2 kHz, while the mea-
sured sound power reduction is shown for frequencies
between 1 and 1.7 kHz in 100 Hz increments. The mea-
sured reductions match the predicted theoretical maxi-
mum quite closely up to approximately 1.5 kHz. The
lack of agreement above 1.5 kHz is likely due to the lim-
ited sampling frequency of the ANC controller (6 kHz).
The upper frequency limit of the ANC algorithm is ap-
proximately fs/4 (1.5 kHz) and one can expect deviations
from ideal at frequencies above that cutoff19.
 
 

re

up used to validate the two-dimensional modal
ptop enclosure and mounted on a large
at the blower's exhaust vents below the baffle.
ones (56 cm radius) is suspended overhead.
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Fig. 13—Experimental results showing sound
power reduction for the ideal duct
pictured in Fig. 3. The line shows the
theoretical prediction for power
reduction, while the dots show
experimental results at 100-Hz
spacing between 1000 and 1700 Hz.
The x-axis is in hertz while the
y-axis is in decibels relative to the
uncontrolled sound power.
4.1.2 ANC of ducted blower

Figure 14 shows the measured sound power reduc-
tion when the finite-length duct model (described in
Sec. 2.1) is applied to the ducted centrifugal blower pic-
tured in Fig. 9. The centrifugal blower emitted a bpf of
Fig. 14—Experimental result for control the blowe
outer mesh corresponds to the uncontrolle
and color) corresponds to the controlled
in dB re 20 mPa. The blower and duct as
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approximately 1 kHz. The radius of the outer mesh cor-
responds to the sound pressure level of the uncontrolled
sound field while the colored surface (radius and color)
corresponds to the sound pressure level of the con-
trolled sound field. The blower and duct assembly was
oriented such that the primary source and the secondary
source lie perpendicular to the x axis, as shown in
Fig. 14. The sound power reduction is significant in
magnitude (17 dB) and global in directionality, as the
model predicts.

The decrease in sound power level reduction (from
40 to 17 dB when comparing Figs. 13 and 14) is likely
due to differences in the primary source. The speaker tone
used for Fig. 13 has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio
than the centrifugal blower's bpf tone used for Fig. 14.

4.2 2-D Rectangular Enclosure

Figure 15(a) shows the measured sound power re-
duction when the 2-D rectangular enclosure model
(described in Sec. 2.2) is applied to the enclosed cen-
trifugal blower (pictured in Fig. 10) using the error sen-
sor configuration shown in Fig. 4. The radius of the
outer mesh corresponds to the sound pressure level of
the uncontrolled sound field while the colored surface
(radius and color) corresponds to the sound pressure
level of the controlled sound field. When the blower
emits a bpf of approximately 1 kHz, there is a 13 dB re-
duction in global sound power. Additionally, there is a
22 dB reduction in the sound pressure level in the direc-
tion of the operator position, i.e. the direction the opera-
tor would be when he/she uses the laptop. For these tests,
it is located along the y-axis at a 50� angle from the baffle
r exhaust pictured in Fig. 5. The radius of the
d sound field while the colored surface (radius
sound field. The axis units and color scale are
sembly is oriented as shown.
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a b

Fig. 15—Experimental result for control of blower's inlet when the model's recommendations
[Fig. 15(a)] are followed as shown in Fig. 4 and are not followed as shown in Fig. 11
[Fig. 15(b)]. The outer mesh is the uncontrolled sound field while the colored surface is
the controlled sound field. The operator position direction is indicated by the black dot
on the back side of each figure. The axis units and color scale are in dB re 20 mPa. The
laptop enclosure is oriented as shown.
plane. This location is indicated by a solid black dot in
Fig. 15(a).

Figure 15(b) shows the measured sound power re-
duction of the enclosed centrifugal blower (pictured in
Fig. 10) using the error sensor configuration shown
in Fig. 11. This is contrary to the recommendations
given by the 2-D rectangular enclosure model descried
in Sec. 2.2. Note that the significant reduction obtained
when themodel's recommendationswere followed [as seen
in Fig. 15(a)] disappears. This confirms that the modeling
approach outlined in this paper is useful in determining
the proper configuration of the control system in order
to achieve significant attenuation of the sound field.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical models have been presented for active
noise control of a point source in a finite-length rectan-
gular duct and in a two-dimensional rectangular enclo-
sure with lossy sides. These models have been applied
to a centrifugal blower mounted in two different config-
urations: a blower mounted in a small, rectangular duct
(where noise from the blower's exhaust was controlled)
and a blower mounted in a mock laptop enclosure (where
noise from the blower's inlets was controlled).

Experiments validated the finite-length duct model
when a loudspeaker was used as the primary source, with
sound power reductions between approximately 12 and
40 dB, depending on frequency. Deviations above 1.5 kHz
can be attributed to the limited sampling frequency of
the ANC controller. Experiments also produced 17 dB of
sound power reduction when the finite-length duct model
Noise Control Engr. J. 64 (5), September-October 2016
was applied to the bpf radiated from the exhaust of the
ducted centrifugal blower. Differences in sound power
reduction between control of the loudspeaker and control
of the blower can be attributed to differences in the SNR
of the loudspeaker and the blower.

Experiments also validated the 2-D rectangular enclo-
sure model. When its recommendations were followed,
the radiated sound power from the inlets of the centrifu-
gal blower in the mock laptop enclosure was reduced by
13 dB. The blower's radiated sound pressure level at the
operator position was also reduced by 22 dB. However,
when the model's recommendations were not followed,
the sound power radiated from the blower's inlets was
boosted by 10 dB while its radiated sound pressure level
at the operator position was boosted by 12 dB.
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